Alteromonas macleodii is a common marine heterotrophic c-proteobacterium. Isolates from this microbe cluster by molecular analysis into two major genotypic groups or ecotypes, one found in temperate latitudes in the upper water column and another that is for the most part found in the deep water column of the Mediterranean. Here, we describe the genome of one strain of the 'deep ecotype' (AltDE) isolated from 1000 m in the Eastern Mediterranean and compare this genome with that of the type strain ATCC 27126, a representative of the global 'surface' ecotype. The genomes are substantially different with DNA sequence similarity values that are borderline for microbes belonging to the same species, and a large differential gene content, mainly found in islands larger than 20 kbp, that also recruit poorly to the Global Ocean Sampling project (GOS). These genomic differences indicate that AltDE is probably better suited to microaerophilic conditions and for the degradation of recalcitrant compounds such as urea. These, together with other features, and the distribution of this genotypic group, indicate that this microbe colonizes relatively large particles that sink rapidly to meso and bathypelagic depths. The genome of ATCC 27126 on the other hand has more potential for regulation (two component systems) and degrades more sugars and amino acids, which is consistent with a more transient particle attachment, as would be expected for lineages specialized in colonizing smaller particulate organic matter with much slower sinking rates. The genomic data are also consistent with a picture of incipient speciation driven by niche specialization.
Introduction
Prokaryotic species comprise strains (lineages) with very different gene content. The most extensively studied cases are those of pathogenic bacteria in which the presence of specific gene clusters or pathogenicity islands are often linked to the clinical outcome of their infection (Tettelin et al., 2005; Dempsey et al., 2006; Hochhut et al., 2006; Petrosino et al., 2006; Willenbrock et al., 2006) . However, free-living bacteria have similar genomic strategies when exploiting different habitats or niches and comparative genomics is a powerful tool to understand the ecological specialization of the different lineages (Ting et al., 2002; Kettler et al., 2007) . The diversity of species or ecotypes in marine waters is intriguing due to their extraordinary number under a seemingly homogenous environment (the so-called plankton paradox). This higher-thanexpected diversity was attributed to an underestimate of the number of microenvironments in the sea (Richerson et al., 1970) . We believe that genomic data from different ecotypes may shed light on the specific adaptations of lineages to these microenvironments and how these adaptations can drive speciation events.
Alteromonas macleodii was shown by molecular methods to dominate heterotrophic blooms in mesocosms (Pukall et al., 1999; Schafer et al., 2000) . These data and the phenotypic properties characterize this species as a copiotroph that behaves as an r-strategist in the relatively nutrient depleted regions of the world's oceans. Concurrently, other authors demonstrated that sequences closely related to the only representative isolate at the time ATCC 27126 were also quite prevalent in open Mediterranean waters. The abundance seemed to increase in the particulate fraction and down to a depth of 400 m in the Western Mediterranean (Acinas et al., 1999) . Hybridization experiments confirmed these data (Glockner et al., 1999; Eilers et al., 2000; Garcia-Martinez et al., 2002) . A. macleodii is a common isolate by standard marine bacteria isolation protocols, and isolates belonging to this species from different studies have accumulated in individual researchers' collections (Sass et al., 2001; Lopez-Lopez et al., 2005) . By collecting isolates from different parts of the world and, to a lesser degree, from different depths, it was shown that isolates from the deep Mediterranean were consistently variable at the molecular level. This discovery led to the proposal of the existence of a deep Mediterranean ecotype or deep ecotype (Lopez-Lopez et al., 2005) . The Mediterranean is different from other oceanic water masses in that it has a relatively warm water column (ca 13 1C) regardless of depth, which can reach 5000 m in the deepest basins. It has been proven by several independent methodologies Zaballos et al., 2006; Martin-Cuadrado et al., 2007) that A. macleodii is present worldwide in photic zone depths and is present at all depths in the Mediterranean but not in other oceanic locations. We attribute this to low water temperature of the deep oceans that prevent the successful competition of an organism that is specialized in exploiting the concentrated nutrient havens of the particulate fraction (Grossart et al., 2007) . Other organisms that do not rely so heavily on the rapid growth would most likely outcompete A. macleodii in deeper, cold oceanic regions. Corroborating this, molecular evidence of significant A. macleodii contribution to the biomass was never found below 10 1C (Garcia-Martinez et al., 2002) .
It is only recently that the advances in genomics and metagenomics have been applied to clarify the specific adaptations of the deep ocean microbiota. In general, cultured deep ocean microbes seem to have higher representation of transposable and phagerelated elements and larger intergenic spacers. This has been interpreted as reflecting an opportunistic way of life (r-strategists) . Regarding types of genes, as would be expected, deep ocean dwellers have small representation of light-related genes such as the photoreactivation genes. The absence of photolyases has been considered diagnostic of autochthonous deep ocean dwellers. Conversely, some genes are better represented in the deep communities, specifically those involved in membrane unsaturation, which are important for both cold and pressure adaptation . Sugar transporters are more common in shallow waters, whereas tripartite ATP-independent periplasmic (TRAP) transporters were more abundant in deep waters (Simonato et al., 2006) .
Here, we report the complete genome of A. macleodii 'deep ecotype' (AltDE) (Lopez-Lopez et al., 2005) obtained from a depth of 1000 m in the South Adriatic Sea basin. This strain was sequenced as part of the 'Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation' Marine Microbial Initiative and has been fully assembled here. For comparative purposes, we have sequenced the genome of the first isolate of A. macleodii ATCC 27126 described by Baumann et al. (1972) , obtained from the surface waters near Oahu (Hawaii). This genome has been pyrosequenced (at Â 12 coverage) and has not been fully assembled. AltDE and its relatives have been found consistently at depths down to 3500 m in the Mediterranean. The cluster represented by ATCC 27126 was never found in deep water masses but is widespread on the surface of the world's oceans. Therefore, the specific adaptations detected in AltDE at the genomic level can be useful to understand the requirements imposed on the microbiota by the bathypelagic habitat, minus the low temperature normally associated with this habitat. Both organisms belong to the same species (for example, 16S rRNA similarity is close to 99%) but the sequences of housekeeping genes (MLSA) and some phenotypic properties (Lopez-Lopez et al., 2005; Ivars-Martinez et al., 2008) clearly indicate that both represent divergent ecotypes or strain clusters. Therefore, this is an excellent opportunity to study the genomic changes that accompany the initial stages of bacterial speciation within free-living bacteria. In modern evolutionary theory, genetic isolation of populations was considered the basic requirement for generating new species (Dobzhansky, 1970) and geographic barriers are the most extended cause for the initial splitting of populations. This allopatric speciation model was developed mainly with sexual eukaryotes in mind and needs to be reassessed for prokaryotic species (Franklin, 2007) . In free-living bacteria, physical or geographic barriers are not well delineated and clear instances of genetic recombination have been found between isolates from very distant oceanic locations (Martin-Cuadrado et al., 2008) . In addition, microbial speciation models indicate that a decrease in recombination frequency is insufficient to generate species in nature (Hanage et al., 2006) and therefore other mechanisms should be involved in separating bacterial populations under sympatry. Experimental evolution studies with different strains indicate that differential resource usage may underlie population divergence, even under direct contact (Spencer et al., 2007) . Based on the genomic data from the two A. macleodii ecotypes, we intend to study whether bacterial divergence can also be driven by niche specialization and not just by a lack of genetic recombination. (Baumann et al., 1972) .
Materials and methods

Sample collection
Sample sequencing and assembly A. macleodii deep ecotype strain was sequenced by the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation as part of a large marine microbes sequencing effort. Two genomic libraries with insert sizes of 4 and 40 kbp were made as described in the methods in Goldberg et al. (2006) . The prepared plasmid and fosmid clones were sequenced from both ends to provide paired-end reads at the J Craig Venter Institute Joint Technology Center on ABI 3730XL DNA sequencers (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Successful reads for the organism were used as input for Celera assembler (Myers et al., 2000) . Whole-genome random shotgun sequencing (WGS) produced 111 contigs averaging 39 759 bp (which range from 1065 bp to 268 182 bp) for a total of approximately 4.4 Mbp of microbial DNA sequenced. WGS sequence produced by the assembler was then annotated automatically using Prokaryotic Genomes Automatic Annotation Pipeline (PGAAP) at NCBI*. Data are released to the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation Marine Microbial Genome Sequencing Project website**. Artemis Comparison Tool ACTv.6 (Carver et al., 2005 ) was used to study the possible sinteny of the 111 contigs with other genomes. Oligonucleotides at the extremes of the contigs of AltDE were designed and PCR was carried out to close the gaps. Strain ATCC 27126 was pyrosequenced (454 Life Sciences, Branford, CT, USA) and the final number of genomic fragments was 716 (with sizes ranging from 89 bp to 80 530 bp, with an average of 6435 bp). These sequences were not assembled in one single contig. The length of the nonoverlapping contigs was 4 607 844 bp. *http://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/static/Pipeline.html (http:// www.jcvi.org/cms/research/projects/microgenome/ overview/). **http://www.moore.org/.
Bioinformatic analysis Gene prediction and annotation. After assembling, protein-coding genes were predicted using GLIM-MER (Delcher et al., 1999) and SEEDs (Overbeek et al., 2005) , and were further manually curated. Spacers were subsequently searched against the nonredundant database using BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) to ensure that no open reading frame (ORF) had been missed. Identified ORFs were compared with the previous automatic annotation and also to known proteins in the nonredundant database using BLASTX. All hits with an E-value greater than 10 À5 were considered nonsignificant. tRNAs were identified using tRNAscan-SE (Lowe and Eddy, 1997) .
Functional classification. All predicted ORFs were also searched for similarity using RPSBLAST to predict COG (clusters of orthologous groups) assignments (cutoff of E-value 10 À7 ) (Tatusov et al., 2001 ). The KEGG database was used to analyze the metabolic pathways (Kanehisa et al., 2004) .
Genome analysis. From the European Molecular Biology Open Software Suite (EMBOSS) package , GEECEE was used to calculate GC content whereas CUSP and CODCMP were used for codon usage analysis of the genomic islands (GIs) shown in Table 3 . The GC skew (Figure 2 ) and the tetranucleotide frequency (Supplementary Figure S7) were calculated using the Oligoweb interface http:// insilico.ehu.es/oligoweb/. For comparative analyses, reciprocal BLASTN and TBLASTX searches between the genomes were carried out, leading to the identification of regions of similarity, insertions and rearrangements (E-value cutoff 10 À5 ). Artemis (Rutherford et al., 2000) and Artemis Comparison Tool ACTv.6 (Carver et al., 2005) were used to allow interactive visualization of genomic fragment comparisons. For whole genome visualization and taxonomic comparison of each ORF in Supplementary Figure S1 , the software tool GENOMEVIZ 1.1 was used (Ghai et al., 2004) . ANI (average nucleotide identity) was calculated as defined by Konstantinidis and Tiedje (2005) . Reciprocal BLASTCLUST was used to calculate the orthologous proteins between A. macleodii ATCC 27216 and AltDE strains using a minimum cutoff of 50% similarity and 70% of the length of the query protein for Figure 2 (BLASTCLUST parameters: -S 50 -L 0.7 -b T). Bioedit software was used to manipulate the sequences (Hall, 1999) . Sequences were aligned using MUSCLE 3.6 (Edgar, 2004) and ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994) and edited manually as necessary. Phylogenetic analysis of proteins was performed using the MEGA4 phylogenetic tool software package (Tamura et al., 2007) .
Global Ocean Sampling (GOS) recruitment. Global Ocean Sampling metagenome sequences were aligned against reference genome of AltDE using the MUMmer program version 3.19 (Kurtz et al., 2004) . Specifically, we used the 'promer' program with the maxmatch option and default parameters to calculate the alignments. 'Show-coords' option was used to obtain the coordinates and generate the percent identity plot depicted in Figure 2d . For Figure 3 , a BLASTN comparison (cutoff of 50% identity and 70% of the length of the query sequence) between a database formed by the two genomes and the complete GOS database were performed (contigs of ATCC 27216 were artificially concatenated). This permitted us to determine the presence of the two genomes in each environmental marine database. After normalization of the results by database size, we observed an unexpected strong bias to sample GS000b, recruiting 70.94% of the total sequences for strain ATCC 27216. However, collection GS000d, other Sargasso Sea sample, which was recovered in the same time and conditions, recruits only 2.47% of the total, These inconsistencies lead us to withdraw the Sargasso Sea collections from the analysis of Figure 3 .
Growth curves and biochemical assays Some phenotypic features inferred from the genome sequenced were assessed by growth experiments. Growth at different temperatures (5 1C, 10 1C, 15 1C, 20 1C, 25 1C, 30 1C and 40 1C) was measured using a microplate optical density reader Fluostar Optima from BMG LABTECH GmbH (Offenburg, Germany) at 595 nm and marine broth as basal medium. To investigate heavy metals resistance, cultures were grown in the presence of zinc acetate, mercury chloride and lead chloride at different concentrations (0.001 mM, 0.01 mM, 0.1 mM, 1, 5mM and 10 mM). Culture growth was followed by optical density at 595 nm. Urease tests were carried out as described previously by Christian (1946) and Proteus vulgaris was used as a positive control. Nitrate respiration was performed as described by Skerman (1967) .
Accession numbers
The sequences have been deposited in GenBank under the genomic accession numbers CP001103 for A. macleodii AltDE and ABQB00000000 for ATCC 27126. Figure S1) . Pseudoalteromonas atlantica T6c is the bacterium, which shares more genes with AltDE (1753). This is a common marine bacterium originally isolated from lesions on crabs with shell disease but is found both in the water column and in biofilms attached to surfaces (Pernthaler et al., 2001; Costa-Ramos and Rowley, 2004) . Basic features of both A. macleodii genomes and of P. atlantica T6c are displayed in Table 1 . The coding density and intergenic spacers are very similar for the three genomes and, in any case, not larger in AltDE. Larger intergenic spacers have been described as a typical feature of cultured bathytypes . As expected, the number of genes shared and average similarity are much lower for P. atlantica T6c. We did not detect any significant difference in amino-acid usage (data not shown) and could not find the extra loop associated to some bathytypes in the 16S rRNA (Lauro et al., 2007) Figure S2a) . However, in P. atlantica T6c, the genome appeared largely syntenic to AltDE and for the large ATCC 27126 contigs, orthologous genes conserved the relative positions in nearly all cases (Supplementary Figure S2b) .
Results
General features of the genomes
Differential gene content and metabolic reconstruction
The differential gene content has been analyzed to infer the biological meaning and its relationship to the two putative lifestyles, that is, surface vs deep dwellers. The different genes found reflect remarkably different biological properties for both strains, although most are not obviously associated to living in different strata of the water column. Upon initial screening, the AltDE and ATCC 27126 genes were functionally classified according to COG category and the frequencies were compared in both genomes. 68.52 and 68.85% genes in AltDE and ATCC 27126, respectively were clearly affiliated into one COG category. Considering the total pools of genes in each strain, the differences seemed small ( Figure 1a ). However, analyzing only the genes that were unique to each strain, the differences appeared more conspicuous and indicated that they belong largely to certain categories ( Figure 1b ). The genes included in these categories were submitted to a more refined functional analysis (Table 2 ) and whenever possible, were experimentally confirmed by assessing the expected phenotype.
The most remarkable difference was the number of transposable elements with 65 belonging to 17 families in AltDE vs only three in two families in ATCC 27126. Only one unique insertion sequence (IS) element in ATCC 27126 was not found in AltDE, whereas 63 exist in AltDE without homologs in ATCC 27126. The presence of large numbers of IS elements is considered a typical characteristic associated with deep-sea bacteria DeLong et al., 2006; Martin-Cuadrado et al., 2007) . Although the reason for this is unknown, it may reflect a different mode of gene propagation, likely related to the slower growth, lower productivity and lower effective population sizes of deepsea microbial communities. Another interesting difference is the larger number of genes found in AltDE that could be involved in interaction with phages, particularly phage integrases and the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) cluster (Sorek et al., 2008) . Large numbers of phage-related genes have also been described as a typical feature of deep-sea cultured bacteria and is, again, poorly understood Vezzi et al., 2005) . Contrarily, DeLong et al. (2006) observed an enrichment of phage genes in the photic zone indicating a greater role for phage parasites in the more productive upper water column relative to deeper waters. Nonetheless, the ratio of phage genes found in the deep Mediterranean at 3000 m (Martin-Cuadrado et al., 2007) was higher compared with the North Atlantic at 700 m and 4000 m. In our case, both characteristics might reflect a more strict association to particulate material and relatively high local population densities (see below).
A. macleodii deep ecotype contains more dioxygenases (Table 2) indicating more potential for degrading recalcitrant compounds. AltDE also contains more chaperons such as a Cochaperonin (GroE), a flagellin-specific chaperonine, a hydrogenase chaperone and a lipase chaperone. Chaperons could help the organism to grow at lower temperatures by assisting in protein folding and these type of genes are predicted to be highly expressed in deep-sea genomes (Xu and Ma, 2007) . Another very conspicuous set of genes over-represented in AltDE were related to heavy metal resistance (see below, GI 9). In contrast, the numbers of sigma factors, transcriptional regulators and particularly, histidine kinases were much larger in the surface isolate ATCC 27126. This potentially signifies a higher adaptability, as should be expected in an environment subjected to wider environmental changes and gradients. However, most types of two component systems were shared by both strains, except the nitrogen sensor of GI12 (see below) and a turgor pressure sensor (KdpD) related to the osmoregulatory Kdp pathway that was only present in the ATCC 27126. The Kdp pathway is the first step in adaptation to changes in medium salinity by increasing potassium intracellular concentration. Its absence in AltDE might indicate further adaptation to a more homogeneous environment, in this case, salinity wise. Along the same lines, ATCC 27126 has many more unique TonB receptors, which could indicate that a wider range of substrates can be transported and utilized. Nevertheless, the number of ABC transporters was similar, yet many were unique for each isolate (Table 2 ). Owing to the ANI (Konstantinidis and Tiedje, 2005) .
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Genome recruitment in the GOS database
We have analyzed the presence of both genomes in the large marine metagenomic databases of GOS (Venter et al., 2004; Rusch et al., 2007) (Figure 2d ). A BLASTN comparison was performed between a local database constructed with the two A. macleodii genomes and the complete GOS database (cutoff: 70% of the length of the GOS sequence with a similarity larger than 50%, see Materials and methods). This allowed us to distinguish the preferential recruitment of each environmental marine sequence for either AltDE or ATCC 27126 genome ( Figure 3 ). Although the number of hits was not as large as those of extremely prevalent marine microbes like Candidatus Pelagibacter or Prochlorococcus sp., the number of sequences with high similarities to either of the genomes were sufficient to indicate that A. macleodii is indeed an abundant marine bacterium of global distribution. One thing of particular interest was that using similar parameters, other marine bacteria of assumed prevalence such as Roseobacter or Rhodopyrellula recruited significantly less (data not shown). In fact, considering that A. macleodii has relatively large cells (Baumann et al., 1972) that are frequently associated to aggregates, its representation in most GOS samples (that represent only the 0.8 mm-0.1 mm size range) is remarkable. One single sample, GS025 (from a fringing reef in Costa Rica), that corresponded to the 3 mm-0.8 mm fraction, produced many more hits than the rest (25% of the sequences for ATCC 27126) confirming that the standard filtration protocols for marine bacteria selectively leave out A. macleodii as described previously (Acinas et al., 1999; Garcia-Martinez et al., 2002) . BLASTN analysis showed that of a total of 15 029 hits retrieved using both genomes, 11 520 were more similar to ATCC 27126, while only 3509 had higher similarity to 
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AltDE (including Sargasso Sea collections). This is consistent with the nature of GOS samples as they were recovered in superficial waters (1 m-30 m deep). Other tendencies detected were a clear association of the species with warm temperatures, more pronounced in the ATCC 27126. In some samples below 20 1C, AltDE recruited more hits than ATCC 27126. Finally, there seems to also be a preference to estuaries and coastal areas for the ecotype represented by ATCC 27126 (Figure 3 ).
Genomic islands in A. macleodii deep ecotype
Of the 1242 AltDE genes without orthologs in ATCC 27126, 472 were clustered in GIs of more than 20 kbp. Using this threshold, it was possible to identify up to 13 GIs (Figure 2c) . Table 3 provides general information about the GIs detected. The presence of unique genes in AltDE was confirmed by BLAST analysis not only against the 711 assembled contigs from the surface ecotype but also against the original unassembled sequences that provided over Â 12 coverage of the genome. Most of the inferred differences between both strains at the level of metabolism and cell structure were located in islands and are described below. When we examined the recruitment of the complete AltDE genome in the GOS database, it was clear that some of these GIs were under-represented (Figure 2d ), a phenomenon that has been shown for a number of prokaryotes when Comparative genomics of Alteromonas macleodii E Ivars-Martinez et al compared with metagenomic databases in which they are well represented (Coleman et al., 2006; Legault et al., 2006; Cuadros-Orellana et al., 2007) . Among the ORFs present in the islands, 154 were hypothetical proteins and could not be assigned any function, but most GIs contained enough information to infer reliable annotation of functions and sometimes phenotypic properties that could be verified by laboratory experiments. Many islands contain genes that evoke phage-related ancestry (Supplementary Figure S3) , but only GI 13 shows clear traits of a recently lysogenized phage (Supplementary Figure S3d ).
Alternative catabolic pathways
The first part of GI 1 contains genes for a cytochrome D ubiquinol oxidase subunit II, a cytochrome BD-II oxidase subunit I, an ABC cytochrome efflux transporter (MdlB) and an ATP-binding component of cytochrome-related transport (pink rectangle in Supplementary Figure S4a ). This cluster has been found to be conserved in other genomes of marine bacteria (Chromohalobacter salexigens DSM3043, three genomes of Marinobacter (M. sp ELBB17, M. algicola DG893 and M. aqueolei VT8) and Idiomarina baltica OS145). The cytochrome BD complex is considered an alternative oxidase and oxidizes ubiquinol-reducing oxygen as part of the aerobic respiratory electron transport chain. In Eschericchia coli, it is not expressed under normal conditions of growth but it is induced by low oxygen tension, in a shift from aerobic to anaerobic conditions, phosphate starvation and when bacterial cultures reach stationary phase (Sturr et al., 1996) . Also, in some nitrogen fixing bacteria, for example, Klebsiella pneumoniae, this oxidase is responsible for removing oxygen in microaerobic conditions and it is required for nitrogen fixation (Juty et al., 1997) . These findings suggest that this cluster of genes could provide an alternative respiratory chain in microaerobic conditions. On the contrary, in Shewanella sp. DSS12, a moderately piezophilic strain, this complex is expressed only at high pressure, 60 Mpa (Chikuma et al., 2007) . Therefore, it could be used preferentially at high pressure in A. macleodii as well. Following this cluster, there is a thioldisulfide interchange protein, an alkyl-hidroperoxide-reductase, which is responsible for directly reducing organic hyperoxides in its reduced form. Thiol-specific antioxidant is a physiologically important antioxidant, which constitutes an enzymatic defense against sulphur-containing radicals. Therefore, these genes could be involved in preventing oxidative damage catalyzed by the microaerophilic respiratory chain located upstream when oxygen levels rise abruptly or even during its normal operation. We have also found very divergent copies of the cytochrome c oxidase subunits in GI6 (pink rectangle in Supplementary Figure S4b ) with the best similarities: 76% with subunit I of Pseudomonas stutzeri A1501 and 66% with subunit II of Azoarcus sp. EbN1. None of these hits were at a similarity over 50% to any marine bacteria, what may explain why these two genes recruit very poorly in GOS, in spite of the widespread occurrence of cytochrome c oxidases in aerobic bacteria (data not shown). There is a more standard (phylogenetically coherent) set of cytochrome c oxidases in the genome (MADE_04012 and MADE_04013) and they resemble other marine g-proteobacteria cytochrome c oxidases (the best matches with P. atlantica T6c: 96% subunit I and 86% subunit II, and I. baltica OS145: 93% subunit I and 81% subunit II). The paralogous set found in GI6 could also provide a wider adaptation at the respiratory level for AltDE. One of the most common alternatives to oxygen respiration found in aerobic bacteria is nitrate respiration. A prominent feature of GI12 (Supplementary Comparative genomics of Alteromonas macleodii E Ivars-Martinez et al Figure S4c ) is a cluster for the nitrate reductase (a-, b-and g-subunits) or nar system for nitrate respiration. Also, many of the genes found here are related to the molybdopterin cofactor biosynthesis, which is required for Nar-complex function, and several transporters for molibdenum and nitrate. Curiously, the best hits in BLASTX comparisons for the Nar subunits were with the marine-sediment isolate Hahella chejuensis KCTC 2396 (similarities of a-subunit.: 89%, b-subunit.: 89%, g-subunit.: 79% and chaperone NarJ: 72%). This taxonomic affiliation was also shared by the parvulin-like protein, the histidine-kinase nitrate specific and one of the three nitrate/nitrite transporters (MADE_03852). However, the molybdenum transporter system was not found in the same gene cluster in H. cheiuensis KCTC 2396 and the best matches of these genes were with Methylococcus capsulatus str. Bath. The lack of nir and nor/nos genes in the genome suggests that only reduction to nitrite rather than N 2 is present. This feature was checked phenotypically (data not shown) and AltDE was able to reduce nitrate without gas production, while ATCC 27126 did not reduce nitrate at all. In ATCC 27126, only the narA gene, which codes for the catalytic subunit, was found without any other of the rest of required subunits of the complex. In GI2 (see below), there is also a gene presumably involved in nitric oxide detoxification, which may increase survival odds in a microaerophilic/ anaerobic interphase where denitrification by other members of the particle consortium is actively taking place (Figure 4b ). Similar genes are found in many other proteobacteria including E. coli (Gardner and Gardner, 2002) . Taken together, all the above properties of the AltDE genome reflect a better adaptation to reduced oxygen availability, either permanent or cyclic, and could be connected to a specialization in degrading larger organic aggregates that would often contain anaerobic microniches (Shanks, 1983) . A hydrogenase cluster was discovered in GI 2 (Figure 4b ). Oxidation of molecular hydrogen to water catalyzed by hydrogenases is a widespread mechanism of energy generation among prokaryotes, regulated negatively by organic energy sources (Vignais and Billoud, 2007) . Many bacteria and archaea species harbor multiple hydrogenases, which mediate heterolytic cleavage of H 2 into 2 H þ and 2 e À . The energy yielded is recovered in the form of ATP by the chemiosmotic mechanism of oxidative phosphorylation. Ni-Fe hydrogenases are the most common enzymes, representing a fairly conserved family of proteins, composed of (at least) a large active site-containing subunit and a small electron-transferring subunit, which bears one to three FeS clusters. The hydrogenase cluster found in GI2 is a multicomponent system formed by two hydrogenases (large and small subunit) grouped together with a set of auxiliary proteins involved in assembly (HypC/HupF), enzyme expression (HypE and NupH) and formation-maturation (HynD/HyaD, HypA, HypB, HypD and HypF). These genes could have been acquired through an ancient horizontal gene transfer event from a b-proteobacterium since at least 7 of the 10 proteins have the best hit with their homologs in Thiobacillus denitrificans ATCC 25259. It has been described previously that this cluster has been horizontally transferred through some large plasmids in Alcaligenes (now Ralstonia) eutrophus H16 and A. hydrogenophilus (Lenz and Friedrich, 1998) . Interestingly, a cluster of conserved Comparative genomics of Alteromonas macleodii E Ivars-Martinez et al sinteny and sequence similarity to that of AltDE is found in the pBBta01 plasmid of the a-proteobacterium Bradyrizobium sp. BTAi1. Although hydrogen is generated in aerobic conditions, for example, during photosynthesis, it might also be an advantage in the aerobic/anaerobic interphase as it is often generated by fermentation of organic matter. Finally, a cluster of genes involved in urea transport and utilization was found in GI4 ( Figure 6 ). This is consistent with the urealytic properties of the AltDE strain. Urea is a common nitrogen excretion product of animals and can be found in living and decaying zooplankton (Alldredge, 1976; Pomeroy 1980; Bruland, 1981) . The capabilities of AltDE regarding this compound could be important to life associated to their excreta or bodies, either dead or alive.
Heavy metal resistance
Unexpectedly, many GI genes were related to heavy metal resistance, but this genomic feature is consistent with the phenotypic findings (see below). GI2 is very special in showing punctual overrecruitment of GOS metagenome fragments, or more similar fragments at higher similarities, than the average core genome (blue rectangle in Figure 2d) . A finer dissection of the island shows that this reflects the extremely efficient recruitment of four genes present in the island that were all annotated as metal efflux pumps (Figure 4a , blue rectangles, MADE_00305, 0320, 0355 and 0374). Metal detoxification seems to be the common motive of the gene clusters in GI2, including putative efflux pumps for cobalt, zinc, cadmium, silver or copper. There is also a metal sensor histidine kinase that may possibly be involved in the regulation of the metal response. The region between the first metal efflux pump, CzcA, and the phage integrase (Figure 4a ) has been found in several Shewanella genomes (S. putrefaciens CN-32, Shewanella sp. W3-18-1 and Shewanella sp. ANA-3). Along the same lines, GI9 mainly comprises a mercury resistance operon, which may be enough in itself to explain the higher mercury resistance found experimentally in AltDE (Table 2 and Figure 5b ). Mercury is a highly toxic metal and its toxicity can result from three different mercurial forms: elemental, inorganic ions and organomercurial compounds. The ability of bacteria to detoxify mercurial compounds by reduction and volatilization is conferred by the mer genes, which are usually plasmid encoded (Kiyono et al., 1997) . The mer genes of GI9 code for a mercury ion reductase (MerA), an organomercurial lyase (MerB) and two transcriptional regulators (MerR) 77% similar to each other (Figure 5a) is reduced to Hg 0 gas) but cannot function without the lyase subunit MerB that mediates the first of the two steps in the detoxification of organomercurial salts (protonolysis of the C-Hg bond) (Huang et al., 1999) . The cluster of GI9 encodes a complete common molecular mechanism for mercury resistance and its volatilization in aerobic heterotrophic aquatic communities (Barkay et al., 1990) . AltDE MerA-MerB proteins are very well conserved in several marine genomes such as Marinobacter aquaeloi VT8, in the g-proteobacterium KT71, and Marinobacter ELB17. The AltDE mer cluster is enclosed between two inverted Tn3 family transposases and could be a transposon. Downstream from it and also surrounded by two other transposases, there is a mercuric transport and sensing system, which comprises two putatively paralogous MerT genes (41% similarity between them), a periplasmic MerP subunit and one MerR trascriptional regulator. Finally, there is also a protein implied in histidine metabolism (a phosphoriboxyl-AMP-cyclohydrolase) that, even if it is not necessarily related to mercury resistance, in Alkalilimnicola ehrlichei, MLHE-1 appears next to an ABC transporter system that could be coupled to the transporter MerT. In conclusion, GI9 seems to be a collection of mer determinants that have been acquired by transposition in this region of the AltDE genome. This region shows one of the highest differences in codon usage (Table 3 and Supplementary Figure S7b ) and tetranucleotide frequency (Supplementary Figure  S7a) and has all the hallmarks of having been acquired by horizontal gene transfer. This island, like GI2, is over-represented in the GOS metagenome (green rectangles in Figure 2d and in Figure 5a ), mainly due to the region between merA and the 3 0 copy of the Tn3-like transposase. This might indicate that this putative transposable element is widespread in marine bacteria. The heavy metal resistance of the 23 strains of A. macleodii present in our laboratory was assessed by determining the minimal inhibitory concentration for zinc, mercury and lead. We could prove that most deep isolates were more resistant (data not shown). Specifically, AltDE is significantly more resistant to zinc and mercury (Figure 5b and Supplementary Figure S6) . Although the ecological meaning of the increased mercury resistance shown by most of the strains belonging to the genotypic cluster represented by AltDE is not obvious, there could be a connection to the particulate organic matter that offers sites for adsorption of heavy metals and trace elements (Hebel et al., 1986) .
Phage resistance and cell surface
Many genes of the islands may be related, or reflect, interactions with phages. GI3, 10 and 13 have all the hallmarks of lysogenic phages or phage remnants (Supplementary Figure S3) and shown important codon usage deviations (Table 3 , Supplementary Figure S7 ). GI3, 10 and 11 have large noncoding spacers and small hypothetical proteins, and the few that could be annotated (a DNA polymerase, an ATPase AAA superfamily and a transcriptional regulator) were clearly phage related. Both GIs 10 and 13 contain restriction modification systems. GI13 has high coding density and most genes are clearly associated to phages indicating that it could be in fact a recently lysogenized phage. On the other hand, GI10 is highly degraded and the restriction modification is nearly the only gene cluster that appears functional. If it was a phage, it would degrade beyond recognition.
GI4 contains two parts, the first half is a set of genes of the phage immunity system known as CRISPR with the associated cas/cse genes and the Figure S6) . AltDE, Alteromonas macleodii 'deep ecotype'.
Comparative genomics of Alteromonas macleodii E Ivars-Martinez et al tandem repeats (Figure 6 ) (Sorek et al., 2008) . Neither ATCC 27126 nor P. atlantica T6c has the CRISPR feature in their genomes. Interestingly, this part of A. macleodii AltDE genome shows a mosaic relationship mainly with the marine g-proteobacteria Marinomonas sp. MWYL1 and Psychromonas ingrahamii 37. The dynamic nature of this genome feature is shown in Figure 6 . The Cas/Cse proteins of AltDE are very similar to the ones of Marinomonas sp. MWYL1 (which has two CRISPR systems), ranging from 67% (Cse2) to 92% (Cas1). The similarity of AltDE Cse2 and Cse3 is even higher to Photorhabdus luminicens subunit laumondii TT01, a nematode-associated enterobacterium, which has lost the tandem repeats (Duchaud et al., 2003) . The psychrophilic g-proteobacterium P. ingahamii 37 was isolated from Arctic waters and has two CRISPR-protein related systems in its genome, but only one of them seems to be functional as the other has lost the tandem repeats region. Interestingly, AltDE palindromic tandem repeats are 100% identical to those of P. ingrahamii 37. On the other hand, the CRISPR spacers are completely different. However, of the associated proteins, only Cas1 of P. ingahamii 37 is similar to that of AltDE (91%). The urease cluster also found in GI4 (see above) and the preceding genes ( Figure 6 ; with the exception of the phosphate porine), also show the highest similarity to P. ingrahamii 37, ranging from 96% (urease a-subunit) to 70% (UreD). All these data seem to indicate that the whole urea-CRISPR cluster repetitions-Cas1 has been acquired by AltDE from a relative of Psychromonas or vice versa. These observations may suggest that the CRISPR modules could be horizontally transferred between largely divergent groups (Godde and Bickerton, 2006) and that due to different biogeography, they evolve differently, changing the variable part according to dominating viral sequences. In the GOS metagenome, the urea cluster recruited well, while the cas-cse genes and the repeats recruited very little and with low similarity (data not shown). This is another example of the extremely dynamic nature of CRISPR elements. GI6 is probably a composite transposon with two identical transposases at its ends (Supplementary Figure S4b) . On both sides of the putative transposon, we found genes of related function, involved in carbohydrate metabolism, reinforcing the impression that a large and recent insertion has occurred in this strain. GI6 contains also the stress-induced toxin-antitoxin system MazEF, which has its closest homologs in Shewanella putrefaciens 200. In E. coli, MazEF-mediated cell death has been described as triggered by stress by antibiotics, ultraviolet irradiation or high population density (Kolodkin-Gal and Engelberg-Kulka, 2006; Kolodkin-Gal et al., 2007) . It can prevent the spread of phage infection as it causes an infected cell to commit suicide (Hazan et al., 2004) . Thus, it could be an efficient phage defence system. Alternatively, and given the role of toxin-antitoxin systems in plasmids maintenance (Hayes 2003) , GI6 may just reflect the chromosomal integration of a plasmid fragment.
GI5 contains many genes involved in extracellular polysaccharide biosynthesis, probably the outer membrane lipopolysaccharide (LPS), as O-antigenand LPS-related genes appear nearby (Supplementary Figure S5c ). The abundant transposases present at both ends indicate potential mechanisms of insertion and deletion of this cluster, in spite of its large size (40.4 kbp). The island contains seven different glycosyl-transferases, which belong to several mannosyltransferases, LPS core biosynthesis and galactosyltransferases families. However, proteins located between the glycosyltransferase MA-DE_O1298 and MADE_O1309 are also present with nearly identical sinteny, although at lower similarities, in P. atlantica T6c, so this region appears to have been deleted in ATCC 27126. Also related with the LPS are the genes comprised between MADE_00965 and MADE_00985 (Supplementary Figure S5a) . This part of the genome, not defined here as an island (as it is smaller than 20 kbp) contains unique genes of AltDE: an LPS A protein, together with two proteins for manose modifications and an idunorate sulfatase. The population genomics of the LPS O-chain polysaccharide synthesis genes has been shown before to be extremely complex and dynamic (Samuel and Reeves, 2003; Giovannoni et al., 2005; Coleman et al., 2006) and is most likely related to its major role as phage receptor (Samuel and Reeves, 2003; Sharma et al., 2008) .
In addition to the differences in the LPS O-chain, there are abundant evidences showing the presence of a capsular or slime layer exopolysaccharide (EPS) and the potentiality for biofilm formation in both strains (Flemming et al., 2007) . The mucous consistence of growth on solid media of AltDE and many other deep isolates have been known for many years (Rougeaux et al., 1998) . ATCC 27126 and other surface isolates on the other hand have much less mucous colonies (data not shown). Consistently, the genomes show many differences regarding capsular EPS biosynthesis gene content (although they were not localized in islands). For example, the cluster found from MADE_02585 to MADE_02592 (Supplementary Figure S5b ) has at least 18 EPS biosynthesis proteins in AltDE (including an epimerase (WcaG), an isomerase (GutQ), an acetyltransferase (WbbT), CapC, seven glycosiltransferases, ExoD, two GumC and other four putative-related proteins, whereas we found only six in ATCC 27126 (CapC, two sugar phosphoisomerases and other three putative capsular polysaccharide biosynthesis-related proteins). In addition, AltDE possess a larger number of proteins related to the export of polysaccharides (five vs three found in ATCC 27126). This suggests a more complex matrix for the deep isolate and agrees with the higher mucosity observed in AltDE colonies. Although there is genetic evidence that EPS production might be important for growth at Comparative genomics of Alteromonas macleodii E Ivars-Martinez et al low temperatures , we could not detect differences in growth rate or range at different temperatures between AltDE and ATCC 27126 (data not shown). However, the carbohydrate composition of the EPS described in A. macleodii subsp. fijiensis, (isolated at 2000 m near a hydrothermal vent in the North Fiji Basin) is rich in glucuronic acid and, by its chemical characteristics, could be expected to have some heavy metal-binding ability. AltDE EPS could have similar characteristics and would help explain the higher number of metal detoxifiers in this strain compared with the surface type.
GI7 was composed mostly of a gene coding for a 6492 aminoacids 'giant protein', (Reva and Tummler, 2008) , with the highest anomaly of codon usage found in the genome (Table 3) and with no significant similarity in the metagenome or ATCC 27126 (Supplementary Figure S5d) . This protein contains a VCBS motif found in other giant proteins and could be involved in adhesion. Although the role of giant proteins in prokaryotes is far from being fully understood, one of their proposed functions is that it is involved in cell adhesion, or is a constituent of the extracellular matrix (Reva and Tummler, 2008 ). Only two other described giant proteins, found in Roseobacter litoralis and Roseobacter denitrificans, showed significant similarity (ca 51%) to the one of AltDEs. Giant proteins are known to be strain specific, and again, their availability as phage recognition targets could be the driving force behind this high variability.
GI8 contains a cluster (20 kbp) of flagellin genes that comprise of proteins from the exposed section of the flagellum (Supplementary Figure S5e) . In AltDE, the motility genes (flagellins and capping protein, basal body, hook-length regulator, switch, export apparatus, flagellum placement determinant, flagellum number regulator, chemotaxis and motor proteins) are distributed in six chromosomal regions; however, a large cluster contains most of them (MADE_02870-MADE_02935, comprising 61.7 kbp). GI8 is located in the middle of this large cluster and includes Maf1, (a motility accesory factor) FliS (a chaperone), FliD (which forms the distal end of the flagella and plays a role in mucinspecific adhesion in some pathogenic bacteria), FlaG (a flagellar structural protein) and two flagellin FliC (the mayor filament protein), thus, this island contains genes coding for the major exposed components of the flagellum. The ATCC 27126 strain contains homologs to all of these genes, but with lower similarities (to Maf1: 44%, to FliS: 62%, to FliD: 60%, to two copies of FliC: 59% and 64%). The major structural component of the flagellum, FliC, is present in at least four copies in ATCC 27126 and six in AltDE. This again illustrates the requirement for high variability in outside structures potentially exposed to phage recognition (Zhilenkov et al., 2006; Coward et al., 2006) . Along the same lines, GI8 also contains genes related with sialic acid synthesis genes, CMP-N-acetylneuraminic acid synthase (NeuA) and a sialic acid synthase (NeuB). Sialic acid has been shown in a-proteobacteria to influence phage adsorption (Defives et al., 1996) . In Aeromonas, it has been described that Maf1, together with Maf-2, NeuB-like, FlmD and NeuAlike proteins are responsible for the glycosilation of polar and lateral flagella (Canals et al., 2007) . In AltDE, neuA is separated from neuB by an insertion of six transposases together with an integrase and a methionyl-tRNA-formyltransferase. In Alteromonadales bacterium TW-7 and other genomes, genes neuA and neuB are contiguous; thereby indicating that AltDE has acquired this transposase-rich insertion. If this insertion affects the expresion or activity of the neu genes, it could also alter the glycosilation pattern of the flagellin, altering again a potentially important phage target.
Discussion
Here, we present the genome of isolate AltDE characterized as a Mediterranean deep ecotype representative (Lopez-Lopez et al., 2005 ) :
Phage related region Figure 6 Genomic island 4 (GI4). Schematic representations of the ORFs. Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) and their intergenic regions are shown in purple stripped squares. The taxonomic affiliation of the best hits for each gene is shown below.
Comparative genomics of Alteromonas macleodii E Ivars-Martinez et al relatives are found in the deep Mediterranean, down to 3000 m. In fact, the common retrieval of sequences related to this microbe from the deep Mediterranean metagenome indicates that it might represent a significant fraction of the microbiota in this habitat (Zaballos et al., 2006; Martin-Cuadrado et al., 2007) . For comparative purposes, an unassembled genome sequence has been obtained by pyrosequencing for the surface isolate ATCC 27126 isolated by Baumann et al. (1972) . These are representatives of two subspecies or ecotypes (Lopez-Lopez et al., 2005; Ivars-Martinez et al., 2008) , with the so-called surface ecotype being found worldwide in surface waters, while the deep ecotype representatives are found nearly exclusively in deep Mediterranean samples. Comparative genomics of both strains show that they represent very divergent lineages and could be considered borderline members of the same species (ANI 81.25%). The comparison of the two genomes described here with the GOS database permitted us to assess the relative contributions of both genomes to the prokaryotic biomass in a significant section of the world oceans, although only at shallow depth. This comparison indicated that A. macleodii species seems to have a predilection for warmer waters and for particulate organic matter, supporting previous evidence that this microbe is an r-strategist with preference to the nutrient rich particulate fraction microniche (Acinas et al., 1999; Lopez-Lopez et al., 2005) . When the fragment recruitment of both genomes were compared, it was clear that the 'surface' ATCC 27126 genome was largely dominant, particularly at higher temperatures. However, AltDE relatives seem to be also present in the wide set of surface habitats represented in the GOS, although in consistently smaller amounts, and with their relative contribution increased at lower temperatures. In a recent work, close relatives of the AltDE strain were isolated from surface waters in the English channel and one isolate in the original study was retrieved at the surface in the eastern end of the Mediterranean (Lopez-Lopez et al., 2005) . This all leads to the question, which are the specific adaptations that relegate these organisms to the brink of becoming a different species? We know that there are no sexual barriers, because evidence of recent recombination among representatives of both ecotypes has been found frequently (Lopez-Lopez et al., 2005; Ivars-Martinez et al., 2008) . In fact, the comparative genomics provides some clues of very different lifestyles.
A. macleodii deep ecotype has GIs and features that are consistent with deep dwellers, at least the easily cultured types, mostly the high abundance of transposases and phage-related elements. However, other than the slightly larger set of chaperones, other differences associated to life in the deep were not found in AltDE . Particularly contradictory in this sense was the finding of photoreactivation genes, which indicate that, at least cyclically, this microbe can be found in the photic zone and it is not an obligate bathytype . The recruitment by AltDE genome of high-similarity hits in the GOS surface metagenome also supports this view. Thus, this ecotype is adapted to cool deep waters, but can also survive on surface waters. Conversely, many features indicate that AltDE has a preference to live within aggregates of high population density. The abundant exopolysaccaride that confers the colonies of AltDE and all the deep ecotype isolates, a very mucous morphology, is consistent with life in biofilms or polymer aggregates. At the physiological level, AltDE seems to be much better prepared to withstand microaerophilic and even transient anaerobic conditions, as should be expected in larger aggregates and, for example, zooplankton fecal pellets (Shanks and Reeder, 1993) . In addition, the degradative properties are consistent with this niche differenciation. The larger number of dioxygenases in AltDE and the presence of urease suggest a specialization on degrading recalcitrant organic matter.
ATCC 27126, then again, appears to have a more adaptable biology with more complex regulation and environmental sensing, and uses a wider assortment of common rapidly utilized nutrients such as sugars and amino acids. These differences at the genomic level might be a reflection of having larger periods of free-living existence as would be expected from inhabiting smaller particles whose nutrient content is rapidly depleted (Karl et al., 1988) . In other words, smaller organic aggregates of relatively short lifespan would be more successfully colonized by the ecotype represented by ATCC 27126, while larger, rapidly sinking long-lived particles would favor the AltDE strategy (Karl et al., 1988; Simon et al., 2002; Grossart et al., 2003; Grossart et al., 2007) . A remarkable and totally unexpected difference found was the higher tolerance of AltDE to heavy metals. Actually, some of the transporters annotated as cation efflux pumps could be involved in detoxifying other substances (Silver and Phung, 1996) . In any case, their presence is not inconsistent with association to larger particles. The long and more complex degradative processes that would take place within these particles would in the long term accumulate toxic metabolites. It may also attract metallic ions that would form complexes with the recalcitrant compounds generated by them. Furthermore, biofilms and capsules required for this lifestyle would tend to accumulate toxic metals (Hebel et al., 1986) .
Why is AltDE found to be more abundant in deeper waters? First of all, sampling methodologies that screen out larger aggregates would bias the results toward increasing the apparent weight of the ecotype represented by ATCC 27126. Secondly, larger particles, regardless of where they are generated, will sink more rapidly than smaller ones (Simon et al., 2002) . If this hypothesis is true, the proper ecotype denomination should be 'small aggregates' for the 'surface' and 'large aggregates' for the 'deep'. Living in populations of much higher density, the accessibility to phage predation should be higher in the larger aggregates (Riemann and Grossart, 2008) . In fact, the chances of a phage particle to find prey in the highly diluted offshore waters appear slim, and the origin of the large oceanic phage populations has always been somewhat of a puzzle. However, if the phages predate mostly at the level of aggregated communities, they might be extremely successful (Riemann and Grossart, 2008) . Interaction with phages seems to be a fundamental factor in preserving microdiversity among prokaryotic groups, and the enormous diversity and variability of exposed components found in these and other genomes strengthen this view (Coleman and Chisholm, 2007; Cuadros-Orellana et al., 2007; Kettler et al., 2007; Kunin et al., 2008) . The genomes studied here had clearly different Ochains in the LPS as well as different external flagellar components. Besides, AltDE contains several extra protection features indicating that for this, ecotype surviving phage predation might be even more important. Specific examples include the CRISPR modules, the toxin-antitoxin systems, the restriction-modification enzymes or even the giant protein of GI7. In addition, the genome shows abundant evidence of recent and older phage integration.
One interesting phenomenon that we have found is that GIs detected when comparing different strains do not always coincide with 'meta-GIs', in the sense of recruiting more poorly metagenomic fragments. It has been a rather puzzling discovery (Coleman et al., 2006; Legault et al., 2006; CuadrosOrellana et al., 2007) that some parts of the genomes of strains recruit much less than others even in metagenomic databases where the strain providing the scaffold genome is very abundant and even predominant. Generally, these meta-GIs overlap with the islands found when comparing different strain genomes. As mentioned above, the exposed parts of the cell such as the O-chain of the LPS have genes in clusters that form both genomic and meta-GIs, as lineage diversity at these regions guarantee that any strain-specific cluster is poorly represented in the lineage ensemble that the metagenome may represent. However, we have also found a few instances where parts of the GI over-recruited in the metagenome. One example is found in GI2 where some efflux pumps recruited many highly similar sequences, much more so than most core genes. The most obvious explanation for this is that such genes are present in many different species with a high level of conservation, perhaps because they are often exchanged by horizontal gene transfer and/or because their function is extremely sensitive to sequence variation (Zhaxybayeva et al., 2004) . These genes could have an important role for survival in the marine environment.
The genomic data presented here are consistent with a system of resource use diversification generating two different bacterial ecotypes that nevertheless maintain genetic recombination. In bacteria, the genetic distance between two populations increases if mutation is higher than recombination and some authors view speciation as the outcome of recombination incompatibility (Fraser et al., 2007) . The reduction in recombination frequency may be caused by allopatry or niche specialization and although physical barriers may apply for hostassociated bacteria, there is substantial evidence that geographic barriers do not exist for most freeliving prokaryotes. Previous housekeeping gene sequence data for A. macleodii shows that there is not recombinational (that is, sexual) isolation (LopezLopez et al., 2005; Ivars-Martinez et al., 2008) . Instead, our genomic data draws a picture of niche specialization by metabolic diversification in the two ecotypes. Given that many genomic differences found among the strains of other free-living bacteria related to resource utilization (Cuadros-Orellana et al., 2007; Kettler et al., 2007) and that experimental evolution of an ancestral lineage may lead to population splitting by adaptive diversification (Friesen et al., 2004; Tyerman et al., 2005) , the importance of sympatric speciation in bacteria should be re-evaluated.
It is noteworthy that many of the genes that allow the metabolic diversification of the two ecotypes (for example, anaerobic respiration, aggregation or metal detoxification) show evidence of recent horizontal transfer. This suggests that horizontal gene transfer could be an important mechanism underlying population splitting by resource specialization, as it has previously been suggested (De la Cruz and Davies, 2000) . Whether horizontal gene transfer promotes resource exploitation diversification in bacterial populations should be further studied, as this peculiarity of prokaryotes could enable sympatric speciation processes more frequently than previously anticipated.
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